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hearing, but teachers are safe in any method that arouses
a child's interest in the sounds around him and encourages
him to reproduce them. Musical teachers must not be
too sensitive either about the type of sound enjoyed or
the way it is imitated.
A constantly imitates motor-cars, trains, &c,, while
B sings his own compositions and C imitates * the or-
chestra ' which his father plays in, stopping to say which
part he is singing. His horn is a thing to marvel at. Yet
none of these children sings the simplest of songs accurately
without practice.
After six years old, however, children seem to improve
rapidly in tone discrimination and reproduction and make
marked strides in music until the age of their second teeth-
ing, when they seem less sensitive, and again at puberty.1
But experience seems to show that at these periods growth
on many sides slows down and less should be expected of
children.
Perception of Space
Much work is being done by psychologists on this aspect
of knowledge, and for the theory of space perception per-
haps readers can still do no better than study Stout's
Analytical Psychology, but the direct bearing on methods
of education is, however, small.
Teachers should recognize that actual perception of
space is of enormous importance as a fundamental condition
of most of the activities of life, and that a great many of
the habits acquired mainly in school depend on distin-
guishing special relations—reading for example. The
perception of actual space, e.g. the distance of the wall
from the fire, the tree from the house, the house from the
school can, it seems to me, only be developed by force of
circumstances compelling a child tp be self-reliant. Thus
1 Gilberts 'Experiments on Musical Sensitiveness of Sejtool CJfe&-
quoted by Rusk in Experimental Education.

